
 

 

Studies of Island Weather 

 

 

Student Name: _______________________ Group Number: ______________ 

Course Date: __________________________ 

 

  

OBJECTIVES  

 Knowledge: - To understand the weather elements  

- To examine how the natural factors and human activities affect weather elements 

 Skills: - To use different field equipment to collect data of weather elements and surrounding 

environment 

- To various types of graph of different weather data and surrounding environment 

 Value: - To understand the impacts of environmental changes on the weather elements and our 

responsibilities  

- Be aware the challenges to national security imposed by global climate change due to 

urban development  
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 Relevance to the DSE geography curriculum 

 Compulsory Module 7: Climate Change – Long-term fluctuation or irreversible trend? 

 Elective Module 2: Weather and Climate 

 

Stage 1:  PLANNING AND PREPARATION 

  

 Prior knowledge 

1. List the weather elements that you have learnt. 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

2. List the locational factors that would affect above mentioned weather elements. 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 Enquiry question 

Based on the locational factors listed in “Prior Knowledge” and map on P.8/9*, select two field sites 

with signigcant differences in weather elements, and make comparison in following table. 

Field site 
Weather elements (in average value) 

Light intensity Temperature Relative Humidity Wind speed Air pressure 

Site _____ Higher/ Lower/ Same Higher/ Lower/ Same Higher/ Lower/ Same Higher/ Lower/ Same Higher/ Lower/ Same 

Site _____ Higher/ Lower/ Same Higher/ Lower/ Same Higher/ Lower/ Same Higher/ Lower/ Same Higher/ Lower/ Same 

Enquiry question: The major locational factor(s) contributing the differences of weather elements 

between the two field sites would be _______________________________________________________. 

*For students having lesson in St. Francis Campus, please refer to the map on P.8; while for those in St. Paul Campus, please 

refer to the map on P.9. 

 When to collect data? 

Date: ________________  Time: _________ to _________ Season: ______________ 

1. Any weather warnings & signals issued by Hong Kong Observatory in the last three days?  

______________________________________________________________________ 

2. Any differences for the result of fieldwork at different time? 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 Where to collect data? 

In this study, your group has to select two field sites where the significant differences in weather elements 

are expected.  

This method of selecting field study site refers to __________________ sampling, of which samples are 

selected according to specific research objectives and requirements. 
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 What data to be collected and how to collect the data? 

(Fill in the appropriate primary data collection methods and equipment for the following items) 

Items 
Primary data collection methods  

[A-E] (May choose more than one) 

Required equipment [1-8] 

(if needed) 

Operational 

precautions 

 Investigation of weather elements 

 Temperature    

 Relative humidity    

 Wind direction and speed    

 Light intensity     

 Air pressure    

 Locational factors that would affect weather elements 

 Height of Surrounding 

Buildings or Obstacles 
   

 Surrounding land use    

 Land cover material    

 Other factors: 

______________________ 

______________________ 

   

Any more data that could be collected 

for investigation? 
 

Primary data collection methods 

A. Observation & photo-taking  B. Measuring C. Scoring D. Counting  E. Mapping 

Photos for equipment applied in the field study 

   

1. barometer 2. compass 3. thermo-hygrometer 

   

4. light meter  5. anemometer  6. measuring tape (30m) 

 
 

 

7. Abney level 8. colour pencils  9.  
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Stage 2:  DATA COLLECTION 

1. Investigation of Weather Elements 

 All groups at different field sites are required to measure light intensity, temperature, relative humidity, wind 

direction, wind speed and air pressure at the same time.  

 Measure all weather elements every 5 minutes for 30 minutes.  

※ It is important for all groups to take the weather data simultaneously.※ 

Field Site _____________ 

Weather Condition: □ Sunny   □ Cloudy   □ Rainy   □ Smog   □ Remarks:________ 

 

Time 

Weather Elements 

Temperature 

(℃) 

Relative 

Humidity (%) 

Wind 

Direction 

Wind Speed 

(m/s) 

Light Intensity 

(Lux) 

Air Pressure 

(hPa) 

1.  
       

2.  
       

3.  
       

4.  
       

5.  
       

6.  
       

7.  
       

Average value 
   

----------- 
  

Average value in 

alternative field site ____ 

   
----------- 

  

 
Why should the data at difference sites be collected at the same time (simultaneously)? 

What is the sampling method applied to collect data at constant interval  

(every 5 minutes for 30 minutes)? 
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2. Locational factors that would affect weather elements  

a. Description of field sites 

Field Site ________ A. Surrounding land use  B. Land cover material  

b. Height of surrounding buildings or obstacles 

Using an abney level and a measuring tape, estimate the height of the nearest buildings or obstacles within a radius of 10m in the 8 directions from your location.  

**Only the type of obstacles need to be recorded provided that those are with a distance beyond 10m from your location. 

Direction from 

field site 

Type of 

obstacle(s) 

Distance between the 

building / obstacle 

and field site (m) 

Height of surrounding building or obstacle 

Distance between the building / obstacle 

and measuring position (D) (m) 

Angle of 

elevation (α) 

Height of record keeper (from eye 

level to the ground) (H1) (m) 

D x tanα 

(H2) (m) 

Total height 

(H1 + H2) (m) 

North        

Northeast        

East        

Southeast        

South        

Southwest        

West        

Northwest        

 

  

※Measure on the same level※ 

※α<40°※ 

α 

D 

 

H1

H2

Height of building = H1 + H2 

    = H1 + D tanα 

What if α is greater than 40°? 

10m 
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Stage 3:  DATA PROCESSING, PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS 

  

1. Weather Elements Investigation 

A. Which type of graph would be appropriate for comparing the data with temporal variation of the two 

field sites? ______________________________________ 

B. With the graph mentioned above, display the data of each weather element of the two field sites separately.  

※ The interval of the graph for the same weather element should be identical.※ 

 

2. Height of Surrounding Buildings or Obstacles 

Display the distance and height of the nearest buildings or obstacles with a radius of 10m in the 8 directions from 

your field site in scale in the figure below. 

Height of Surrounding Buildings or Obstacles 

   

Type of obstacle Height of obstacles 

Vegetation  0-2m White  

Building   2-6m Brown  

Cliff/ concrete wall  Above 6m Black  
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Stage 4:  INTERPRETATION AND CONCLUSION 

  

1. Compare the similarities and differences of the weather element data collected between your two field sites. 

 

2. Referring to your fieldwork results, discuss whether the hypothesis set on P.2 is valid. [Do any other locational 

factors exist?] 

 

3. Visit the webpage of Community Weather Information Network (https://cowin.hku.hk/chinese/series.html), 

compare the air temperature data for St. Paul Campus (6127) and St. Francis Campus (6098) in the past three 

days.  

Hence, with the map information provided on P.8 and P.9, describe and explain the differences in weather data 

between the two locations. 

 

4. Referring to the air temperature data provided by Hong Kong Observatory (HKO) on 

http://www.hko.gov.hk/en/wxinfo/ts/display_element_tt.htm.  

“Heat Island effect is a common phenomenon in a populated city, of which the temperature in urban areas 

is significantly higher than that in rural areas …...”  

Compare the air temperature data obtained by the weather station in Hong Kong Observatory, Automatic 

Weather Station in the Caritas Chan Chun Ha Field Studies Centre 

[https://cowin.hku.hk/english/series.html] and today field data obtained in Cheung Chau, and hence discuss 

whether the statement is valid. 

 

 

Stage 5:  EVALUATION 

  

1. What are the sampling methods applied i) for the selection of field study sites and ii) during measurement of 

weather elements? Account for the Merits and Demerits of these sampling methods respectively. 

2. State any factors that might have caused discrepancies during data collection. What are the possible 

ways to raise the validity and reliability for the data collection in this field study? 

3. The data collected in today field trip is focusing on “The Weather Elements in Cheung Chau”. To have a further 

investigation on relationship between weather elements and our living environment, set up a study plan with the 

topic related to differences in weather elements between rural and urban areas (e.g. field site / date / time / 

hypothesis / data to be collected / sampling methods / equipment list, etc.) 

 

Homework: 

After the fieldwork, please organize this fieldwork experience in field trip diary on P.10-11 as a reference for 

the revision of field-based question   

https://cowin.hku.hk/chinese/series.html
http://www.hko.gov.hk/en/wxinfo/ts/display_element_tt.htm
https://cowin.hku.hk/english/series.html
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Surrounding environment 

of automatic weather 

station in St. Francis 

Campus 

 

 Latitude: 22°12'27"N  

 Longitude: 114°02'15"E 

 Elevation: 65m 

Instant weather information 

in St. Francis Campus 
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Surrounding environment 

of automatic weather 

station in St. Paul Campus 

 

 Latitude: 22°12’19” N 

 Longitude: 114°01’55” E 

 Elevation: 25m 

Instant weather information 

in St. Paul Campus  
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My Field Trip Diary 

 Related modules: _________________________________________ 

 Key point of fieldwork/topic: ________________________________________________________ 

 Date:____________________   ( Weekday/ Public holiday )  Weather condition: 

  Time:______________   Field site: _______________ 

Is the above planning appropriate for the fieldwork? 

 

 
 

 Primary data: 

Strategies of data 

collection 
Data collected 

Equipment/ 

Material (if any) 

Merits/ Demerits 

of the data collection 

strategy 

(give examples) 

Suggestion for 

improvement 

(give explanations) 

 Measurement     

 Observation     

 Counting     

 Questionnaire/  

    Interview 

    

 Other (if any)     

 

Studies of Island Weather 
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 Secondary data: 

Data collected Use Obtained from 

   

Apart from the above, what other secondary data could be used for further investigation?  

 

 

 

 Sampling method (if any):  

Sampling method Applied in the following Merits/ Demerits 

   

 

 Data processing and presentation: 

Type of graph/ chart Content shown and function of 

graph/chart 

Merits/ Demerits 

   

 

 For deeper learning or further study, I suggest modify the following aspects. 

 Suggestion (give examples) 

 Key point of fieldwork/ topic  

 Data to be collected and method 

of data collection 

 

 Date and time of fieldwork  

 Field site  

 


